Mucopolysaccharidosis IVA and glycosaminoglycans
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Abstract

Mucopolysaccharidosis IVA (MPS IVA; Morquio A: OMIM 253000) is a lysosomal storage disease with an autosomal recessive trait caused by the deficiency of N-acetylgalactosamine-6-sulfate sulfatase. Deficiency of this enzyme leads to accumulation of specific glycosaminoglycans (GAGs): chondroitin-6-sulfate (C6S) and keratan sulfate (KS). C6S and KS are mainly produced in the cartilage. Therefore, the undegraded substrates are stored primarily in cartilage and in its extracellular matrix (ECM), leading to a direct impact on cartilage and bone development, and successive systemic skeletal dysplasia. Chondrogenesis, the earliest phase of skeletal formation, is maintained by cellular interactions with the ECM, growth and differentiation factors, signaling pathways, and transcription factors in a temporal-spatial manner. In patients with MPS IVA, the cartilage is disrupted at birth as a consequence of abnormal chondrogenesis and/or endochondral ossification. The unique skeletal features are distinguished by a disproportional short stature, odontoid hypoplasia, spinal cord compression, tracheal obstruction, pectus carinatum, kyphoscoliosis, platyspondyly, coxa valga, genu valgum, waddling gait, and laxity of joints. In spite of many descriptions of these unique clinical features, delay of diagnosis still happens. The pathogenesis and treatment of systemic skeletal dysplasia in MPS IVA remains an unmet challenge.

In this review article, we comprehensively describe historical aspect, property of GAGs, diagnosis, screening, pathogenesis, and current and future therapies of MPS IVA.
IVA. In 1971, Orii et al. reported a milder (intermediate) form of MPS IVA [1]. In 1962, Pedrini et al. reported urinary excretion of KS in three patients with Morquio; however, corneal clouding and aortic valve disease were not documented [1]. In the same year, J.F. Brailsford, a radiologist in England, also described a patient with similar skeletal manifestations [2]. In 1962, Pedrini et al. reported urinary excretion of KS in three patients with Morquio syndrome, showing that this metabolic disorder differs from Hurler syndrome [3]. McKusick et al. classified Morquio to MPS IVA [4]. In 1971, Orii et al. reported a milder (intermediate) form of MPS IVA [5]. At 5 months of age, addition of both thumbs was noticed, and at 18 months of age, a chest abnormality was recognized. At the age of 3 years, kyphosis was present and the patient had an abnormal gait by the age of 5 years old. He had keratosulfaturia and was diagnosed enzymatically as MPS IVA at age 15. At the age of 18 years, the patient was 135 cm tall and manifested the milder skeletal deformities like pectus carinatum, genu valgum, hypermobile joints, and corneal clouding. In 1981, Orii et al. described a very mild form of MPS IVA in two siblings [6]. Their initial symptom was hip joint pain at the age of 8 years, and both underwent femoral osteotomy at the age of 13 years. Both cases had keratosulfaturia, corneal clouding and mild thorax changes, but they did not have the pectus carinatum, genu valgum, excessive joint laxity, or facial changes that characterize the severe forms of MPS IVA. Initial radiographic studies on both cases revealed mild platyspondyly, slight anterior wedging of the lumbar vertebra, and minimal odontoid hypoplasia, as well as subtle capital femoral epiphyses. However, when the two brothers were aged 18 and 22, the ossified femoral heads had disappeared with erosion and widening of the femoral necks. These signs were more marked in the older brother. These siblings were not diagnosed as MPS IVA until they were aged 25 and 29 years, respectively, and their final heights were 147 and 157 cm. Their clinical status is stable now that they are 52 and 57 years old. GALNS activity in patient fibroblasts was about 10% of that seen in cells from normal healthy controls [7] (Table 1).

Thus, MPS IVA varies from severe systemic bone dysplasia to a lesser form of the disease that includes only mild bone dysplasia [5–10]. Patients with the severe form of the disease have a shortened lifespan and do not usually survive past their second or third decade. For mild MPS IVA, lifespan has been noted to be as long as 70 years.

The sulfatase that cleaves off the sulfate from N-acetylgalactosamine and galactose residues is deficient in patients with MPS IVA. In 1974, Matalon et al. identified the enzyme and its deficiency by use of oligosaccharide substrates that had been prepared from chondroitin sulfate [11]. The responsible enzyme was named chondroitin sulfate N-acetylhexosaminidase (N-AHex). As the substrate included sulfated N-acetylgalactosaminyl substrate, the enzyme was subsequently named “N-acetylgalactosaminyl sulfatase, GALNS” [11–13]. In 1978, Di Ferrante demonstrated that extracts of fibroblasts derived from patients with MPS IVA lack or have greatly reduced activities for both the 6-sulfated N-acetylgalactosaminy residues of CGS and the 6-sulfated galactosyl residues of KS [14]. At present, diagnosis of MPS IVA is determined by reduced levels of GALNS activity [15,16].

Molecular analysis and development of innovative therapies for MPS IVA started with purification of human GALNS in 1999 by two groups [17,18]. Subsequently, Orii and Tomatsu’s group has achieved cloning and characterization of the human GALNS gene [19,20], identification of mutations [21,22], and cloning of the mouse gene [23]. Production of recombinant human GALNS in CHO cells allowed purification of human GALNS [24], establishment of the 3D structure of GALNS [25] and experimental ERT [26]. Three mouse models for MPS IVA [27–29] were established to study pathogenesis, experimental ERT [26,30] and gene therapy [31–33]. Development of KS assays using ELISA or liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) have facilitated diagnosis and screening [34–40]. The International Morquio Registry [41] has provided growth charts for MPS IVA patients [42,43]. Orthopedic surgical interventions for spinal cord compression and deformities of hip, leg, and knee have improved the quality of life for MPS IVA patients [32,33,44–52]. Two therapies, ERT and HSCT, are clinically available for MPS IVA [32,33,50,51,53–57]. Management of difficult airway and anesthesia procedures have also improved the lives of these patients [32,51,58,59]. In 2016, Pizarro et al. described that a...
2.1. Clinical diagnosis and phenotype

Deficiency of the GALNS enzyme results in a progressive accumulation of the GAGs: C6S and KS. These GAGs are produced mainly in cartilage and accumulated primarily in lysosomes of chondrocytes, associated ligaments, and the neighboring ECM [9,62–65]. Accumulation of these GAGs leads to systemic skeletal dysplasia, including short stature, cervical instability with spinal cord compression, pectus carinatum, kyphoscoliosis, genu valgum, hypermobile joints, narrowing of the airway, and an abnormal gait [10,59,66]. Clinical features in patients with a severe form also include prominent forehead, short neck, pectus carinatum with sternal bulging, flaring of the rib cage, flat feet, corneal clouding, and heart valve involvement. In general, most signs and symptoms of MPS IVA do not appear at birth. Symptoms that can be seen at birth include gibbus and abnormal findings in the lumbar vertebral spine in X-rays [67]. By the age of 2 years, C6S and KS are built up in the body and start to cause skeletal problems. The first noticeable symptoms that usually show are oddly shaped bones, genu valgum, spine curvature, pectus carinatum, and rib flaring. As the patients get older, more serious functional issues start to show up: waddling gait, spinal cord compression, laxity of joints, and airway obstruction (Fig. 1).

There is a high frequency of tracheal narrowing in children and young adults with MPS IVA which increases in severity with age. Patients with severe tracheal obstruction in MPS IVA are at risk of dying of sleep apnea and related complications. Tracheal obstruction also leads to life-threatening complications during anesthesia as a result of the difficulty in managing the upper airway due to factors inherent to the MPS IVA, compounded by the difficulty in intubating the trachea. A detailed description of the obstructive pathology of the trachea is not available in the literature probably due to lack of a homogenous group of MPS IVA patients to study at any one particular center. Tracheal narrowing, often due to impression from the crossing tortuous brachiocephalic artery, increases with age in MPS IVA patients. Greater attention to the narrowing trachea is needed when evaluating cervical spine MRIs and CTs as well as other clinical investigations, with the goal of establishing a timely treatment protocol to reduce the mortality rate in this patient population. Morquio A

2.2. Genetic diagnosis and genotype

MPS IVA is an autosomal recessive lysosomal storage disorder (LSD) caused by a deficiency of GALNS [14,15]. The GALNS enzyme has been purified to homogeneity [18]. The GALNS gene, located on chromosome 16q24.3, contains 14 exons spanning 50 kb and encodes a 1566 bp cDNA, which encodes a 522-amino acid protein, including a signal peptide of 26 residues [19,20]. GALNS has been purified from human placenta as an oligomer of 40 and 15 kDa polypeptides [18], with the oligomers inter-linked by disulfide bonding. Mature human GALNS enzyme is stabilized in a complex with two other lysosomal enzymes (β-galactosidase and sialidase) and the protective protein cathepsin A [67]. The assembly of four components is necessary for correct posttranslational processing and stability of the component enzymes and the efficient catabolism of KS. Molecular analysis of different ethnic populations has revealed over 200 different GALNS mutations until 2014 [68,69]. As of October 2016, 328 mutations in the GALNS gene have been reported [70]. The most common GALNS gene alterations are missense point mutations and small deletions [69]. This extensive allelic heterogeneity of GALNS gene mutations were consistent with the broad spectrum of clinical phenotypes observed in MPS IVA patients. Genotype-phenotype correlation has been used to predict clinical severity in some groups of MPS IVA patients [21,22,37,41,69,71–80]. In silico analysis of mutations occurring in GALNS proved that it was feasible and necessary to compare the three-dimensional structure of the enzyme with its mutants to better understand the change in function [81].

2.3. Radiographic diagnosis

2.3.1. Chest and spine

The ribs are wide anteriorly and laterally and overconstricted in their paravertebral portions. Scoliosis contributes to the abnormal and small ribcage. Morquio-specific radiographic changes, before clinical phenotypic changes have been observed (Fig. 2). Lateral view of progressive changes of the spine with age in a patient is shown. At one day old, a sacral dimple was noted at the delivery and the suspected anterior
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>First description of Morquio A patients in Uruguay and England</td>
<td>Braidsford, 1929; Morquio, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Isolation and identification of Keratosulfaturia</td>
<td>Pedrini et al., 1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Intermediate type of Morquio A patient</td>
<td>Orii et al., 1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Identification of defective enzyme in Morquio A</td>
<td>Dorfman et al., 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Defect of galactosamine-6-sulfate sulfate</td>
<td>Di Ferrante et al., 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Mild type of Morquio A patients</td>
<td>Orii et al., 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Purification of GALNS and preparation of the antibody</td>
<td>Bielicki and Hopwood, 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Cloning of human cDNA</td>
<td>Masue et al., 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>First identification of mutations in classical and mild types</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Chromosomal localization</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Cloning of human genomic gene</td>
<td>Nakashima et al., 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995a</td>
<td>Common mutation</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 1995a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Establishment of International Morquio Registry</td>
<td>Montano et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Cloning of mouse gene</td>
<td>Montano et al., 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Tertiary structure of GALNS</td>
<td>Sukegawa et al., 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Retroviral gene therapy in vitro</td>
<td>Toietta et al., 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Morquio A murine model</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>KS assay by ELISA</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Educational CD for Morquio</td>
<td>Carlson Ann Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Mutation update</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Recombinant human GALNS produced in CHO</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>KS assay by tandem mass spectrometry</td>
<td>Oguma et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Description of International Morquio Registry</td>
<td>Montano et al., 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>ERT on adult Morquio A KO mouse</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Growth chart of Morquio A patients</td>
<td>Montano et al., 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>ERT with bone-targeting on Morquio A mouse</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>AAV gene therapy in vivo</td>
<td>Almeida-Díaz et al., 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Autopsied case report</td>
<td>Yasuda et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Approval of enzyme replacement therapy in human</td>
<td>Hendrikz et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Case report of successful hematopoietic stem cell therapy</td>
<td>Chinen et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>C6S assay by tandem mass spectrometry</td>
<td>Shimada et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Assessment of tracheal obstruction</td>
<td>Tomatsu et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Successful surgical intervention for tracheal obstruction</td>
<td>Pizarro et al., 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
beaking at the level of L1 was seen, although this is common in normal newborns. At two months, the anterior beaking was more prominent at the level of L1 with kyphosis. At 15 months, unusual kyphosis in the thoracic spine and the gibbus at L1 were prominent with the anterior beaking. The L1 vertebral body was compressed. The flaring of the anterior lateral ribs was observed. At 32 months, the accentuated dorsal thoracolumbar kypholordosis with the gibbus deformity was noted remarkably. The advanced platyspondyly, irregularity, and anterior beaking of vertebral bodies characteristic of MPS IVA were observed [82].

Odontoid hypoplasia is a critical skeletal feature recognized in patients with MPS IVA. Less ossification of odontoid process in combination with ligamentous laxity and extradural GAG deposition leads to atlantoaxial subluxation, with consequential quadriparesis or even death. Another potential complication includes cervical myelopathy. A history of exercise intolerance in patients with MPS IVA often predicts
the presence of occult cervical myelopathy. This myelopathy also causes bowel and bladder dysfunction and compression of the spinal cord, resulting in weakness or paralysis. Mortality and morbidity rates are mainly associated with the atlantoaxial instability, subsequent cervical myelopathy, and difficulty in anesthesia. Patients with a severe form, primarily related to cervical instability and compression, often do not live beyond the second or third decade of life. A minor fall or extension of the neck can result in serious cord injury and subsequent quadriparesis or sudden death.

MRI of the cervical spine in a 13-year-old patient shows hypoplasia of odontoid process, atlantoaxial subluxation, and spinal cord compression (Fig. 3). A baseline study of the upper cervical region is recommended no later than two years or at diagnosis using flexion/extension X-ray films. If severe pain or pain associated with weakness of strength or tremors (or clonus) in the arms or legs occur, the patient should have studies of the neck to evaluate for the slippage (subluxation) of the neck vertebrae and compression of the spinal cord.

X-rays and MRI will be taken with the head bent forward (flexion) and with the neck back (extension) and will be monitored annually to check the situation.

2.3.2. Upper limb

The epiphyseal involvement characteristic of MPS IVA is exemplified by the tapered irregular distal radius and ulna. The bones are osteopenic with cortical thinning. Upper extremities show the irregular epiphyses and widened metaphyses even at an early stage (Fig. 4). Cortical thinning and mild widening of the diaphysis of the humerus are visible. With aging, the bone deformity is in progress with tilting of the radial epiphysis towards the ulna. The humerus usually appears shortened later.

The tapering of the proximal portion of metacarpals 2 through 5 as well as the small irregular carpal bones appear (Fig. 5). The joints may become hyperlaxity by the age of 2 years.

2.3.3. Lower extremities

Multiple abnormalities are present in the pelvis, including spondyloepiphyseal dysplastic femoral heads and oblique acetabular roof with coxa valgus deformity and flared iliac wings (Fig. 6). The detailed lower extremities are described in orthopedics surgery section.

2.4. Biochemical diagnosis and enzyme activity

2.4.1. Analysis of urinary and blood KS

Once clinical suspicion of MPS IVA has been established, biochemical analysis and enzyme activity can be used to reach a diagnosis. Screening can be performed either by testing for abnormal elevation of urinary GAG levels and presence of excess KS or by measuring enzyme activity from a dried blood spot (DBS) [83]. The urinary excretion of GAGs, when normalized to creatinine, was high in infants and young children, decreases with age, plateaus in the second decade of life, and remained constant through adulthood [84–88]. It is important to evaluate both quantitative and qualitative analysis to avoid false negative results as KS can be present without elevating the total amount of GAG above the upper limits for unaffected individuals [40,85–87]. The quantitative analysis of total urinary GAG is usually performed by spectrophotometric analysis using dimethylmethylene blue (DMB) [89]. Although most
MPS IVA patients do excrete KS, in many of them total urinary GAG levels are not sufficiently higher than those found in unaffected individuals, resulting false negative diagnoses for urinary analysis. False negative results are found for almost 15% of all MPS patients and even more for MPS IV patients [40,85,87].

In 2007, Oguma et al. developed a LC-MS/MS method that is highly specific and sensitive to measure KS without the false negatives, followed by other groups [30,34,35,39,90–94]. In healthy individuals, blood KS levels rise progressively during the first four years of life and remain elevated until 12 years of age. KS levels decline rapidly over the next three years and levels continue to decline until the age of 20 years when they reach a stable low level [34,39,90]. The decrease of KS levels after 13 years of age is consistent with the fact that the growth rate in healthy children declines after 13 years old. In patients with MPS IVA, the level of blood KS is the highest between 5 and 10 years of age while the level of urine KS peaked between ages 0 and 5 [34,39,90]. Blood and urine KS levels were higher in MPS IVA patients than those in age-matched controls under 20 years of age. The level of urine KS remained higher in MPS IVA patients than in controls even after 20 years of age, but the levels of blood KS in adult MPS IVA patients were indistinguishable from those in unaffected individuals [34,39,90]. The levels of blood and urine KS correlate with clinical severity during early and progressive stages of the disease, and therefore, they are a good prognostic biomarker. Blood KS directly reflects growth, turnover, disruption and/or repair of cartilage, where KS is mainly synthesized. The advantage of measurement of KS in DBS is feasible transport of samples for screening purposes. Blood KS could be more important to assess the therapeutic effect in bone lesions and their vicinity and association with clinical improvement.

GALNS removes the sulfate at C(6) in Gal of the di-sulfated KS, Gal(6S)β1→4GlcNAc(6S), producing mono-sulfated KS, Galβ1→4GlcNAc(6S). Our previous results showed that the proportion of di-sulfated KS in total KS in the patients with MPS IVA was higher than that in the control subjects [39]. Thus, the ratio of di-sulfated KS to total KS in the patients with MPS IVA in blood and urine is higher than that in the control subjects [35,39].

Overall, determination of KS concentrations provides a potential biomarker to screen for high risk of MPS IVA patients and to measure pharmacodynamic effects of therapy [38].

### 2.4.2. Analysis of C6S

GALNS plays an important role to hydrolyze the sulfate group of C6S, converting it into CS. C6S is distributed mainly in growth plates, aorta, and cornea. Levels of C6S in blood and urine were significantly elevated in MPS IVA patients compared with age-matched controls and declined.

- Wide flared iliac
- Underdeveloped acetabula
- Flattered capital femoral epiphyses
- Coxa valgus
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Fig. 5. Hand deformity in MPS IVA (adapted from Educational CD for Morquio and permitted by Carol Ann Foundation). The radiograph in a 6-year-old patient shows the tapering of the proximal portion of metacarpals 2 through 5 and small irregular carpal bones. The joints may become hyperlaxity by the age of 2 years. The hands with age take on a characteristic with tilting of the radial epiphysis towards the ulna, resulting from a combination of metaphyseal deformities, hypoplasia of the bones, and degradation of connective tissues near the joint secondary to GAG accumulation.

Fig. 6. Hip joint deformity. The radiograph of a 6-year-old patient shows bone abnormality in lower extremities. Multiple abnormalities are present in the pelvis, including spondyloepiphyseal dysplastic femoral heads and oblique acetabular roof with coxa valgus deformity and flared iliac wings.
with age in both MPS IVA patients and control subjects. There is no rapid, accurate, quantitative method to measure C6S. In 2014, Shimada et al. developed measurement of C6S by using LC-MS/MS [95]. C6S levels were assayed in the blood from control subjects and patients with MPS IVA aged from 0 to 58 years old. Levels of C6S in blood decreased with age and were significantly elevated in patients with MPS IVA compared with age-matched controls. The difference of C6S in the patients and controls were more pronounced than the increased levels of KS in patients with MPS IVA. C6S and KS together provided enhanced discrimination of patients from controls than either C6S or KS levels alone. Thus, C6S could be a useful biomarker for MPS IVA [95].

2.4.3. Analysis of enzyme activity

Another important aspect of biochemical analysis is to demonstrate deficiency in GALNS activity in MPS IVA patients. Fibroblasts and leukocytes samples may be used for enzyme activities. In order to facilitate prenatal diagnosis, dissected chörionic villi, cultured chorionic villus cells, and amniocytes, are very useful to diagnose prenatal MPS [96, 97]. Additionally, protocols for evaluating GALNS activity in a DBS have recently been proposed as screening methods [98,99]. Due to the temperature sensitive nature of GALNS in a DBS [98], cards should be stored at 4 °C after drying and shipped promptly; the longer the period of time between collection and analysis, the higher the risk of a false positive result. For this reason, low levels of enzyme activity in DBS cannot be used alone for diagnosis. Positive results from DBS need to be confirmed by enzyme activity analysis in fibroblasts or leukocytes. More data are needed to evaluate GALNS stability in a DBS, since DBS samples are more likely to be exposed to environmental extremes during shipping than leukocytes. If GALNS activities appear normal, β-galactosidase, the enzyme deficient in MPS IVB, should be tested as MPS IVA and B can present with very similar symptoms and can both cause elevated urinary KS [100].

3. Glycosaminoglycans: KS and C6S

3.1. Biological roles of KS

Lack of GALNS causes accumulation of KS in lysosomes of cartilage cells that lead to the progressive skeletal dysplasia. Undegraded GAGs are released into the circulation and thus are an important biomarker for screening of MPS IVA. Blood KS is directly related to turnover of proteoglycans in cartilage, the primary tissue where KS is synthesized, due to tissue remodeling during growth and repair. Urinary KS is filtered in the kidney, and consequently only selected smaller molecules are excreted into urine and consequently urinary KS does not measure all forms of undigested KS. The proportion of di-sulfated KS to total KS in the patients with MPS IVA in blood and urine is higher than that in the control subjects [35,39]. As cartilage is the primary tissue containing KS, replacement enzyme needs to penetrate this tissue to enable effective degradation of polymeric GAGs containing KS in MPS IVA patients. Replacement enzyme in the circulation will not effectively convert di-sulfated KS to mono-sulfated KS in blood since infused enzyme is not penetrated into bone and is inactive at neutral pH in blood, so that a reduction of the proportion of di-sulfated KS in total KS in blood will not be changed with ERT [33,35,39,40,56,101,102].

3.2. Biological roles of C6S

C6S is distributed mainly in the growth plates, aorta, and cornea; however, the physiological function of C6S is not entirely understood. Shimada et al. developed a method to measure C6S using LC-MS/MS [95]. C6S levels were assayed in the blood from control subjects and patients with MPS IVA aged from 0 to 58 years old. Levels of C6S in the blood decreased with age and were significantly elevated in patients with MPS IVA, compared with age-matched controls. C6S accumulates in the heart valves and aorta in patients with MPS IVA [65]. Foam cells/macrophages in the aorta and heart valves contain C6S rather than KS. While accumulation of KS appears to be the primary driver for the bone dysplasia the role that C6S accumulation plays in MPS IVA is not yet clear. A more detailed analysis of tissue distribution pattern of C6S may reveal pathogenic roles of this GAG in MPS IVA.

4. Animal models of mucopolysaccharidosis IVA

Three mouse models of MPS IVA have been established: knock-out (KO) by gene deletion, knock-in (KI) with an active site point mutation, p.C76S, and tolerant mice expressing inactive human GALNS (humanoid mouse) [27–29]. These model mice have been used for in vivo and in vitro studies designed to develop new therapies for MPS IVA [24,26,30, 103]. First, homozygous GALNS KO mouse were generated by disrupting exon 2 of GALNS. This model mouse has no detectable GALNS enzyme activity in multiple tissues and shows elevated levels of urine GAGs [28]. The KO mouse also shows excess accumulation of GAGs in multiple organs such as liver, spleen, kidney, brain, and bone marrow. In the liver and spleen, storage materials are seen in Kupffer cells and sinusoidal lining cells within 2 months after birth. At 12 months, there is a vascular change in the visceral epithelial cells of glomeruli and cells at the base of heart valves but there is no vascular change in parenchymal cells such as hepatocytes and renal tubular epithelial cells. In the brain, lysosomal storage exists in the hippocampal and neocortical neurons and meningeal cells. Immunohistochemistry revealed accumulation of KS and C6S in the cytoplasm of corneal epithelial cells of this knock-out mouse. The recent study has demonstrated that KO mice with MPS IVA on the congenic C57BL background have marked elevation of blood KS (unpublished) and that clinical phenotype with high KS is under investigation.

Secondly, an MPS IVA mouse model was generated that was tolerant to human GALNS to prevent immune response during enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) [27]. In early preclinical trials of ERT for other LSDs, it was reported that a long-term administration of enzyme impaired therapeutic effectiveness due to a humoral immune response [104, 105]. We created a construct vector containing both an active site mutation (C76S) in exon 2 of the mouse gene and a transgene that contained a cDNA for inactive human GALNS in intron 1. This vector was inserted into murine GALNS by targeted mutagenesis. This tolerant mouse had no GALNS activity and GAGs accumulated in multiple tissues such as visceral organs, cornea, brain, bone, cartilage and bone marrow. At 3 months, lysosomal storage material is seen within not only reticuloendothelial Kupffer cells, and cells of the sinusoidal lining of the spleen but also hepatocytes. There is also marked lysosomal distention and increased vacuolation of osteoblasts, osteocytes and chondrocytes, and disorganization of layers in cartilage. Radiographic analysis reveals that the MPS IVA tolerant mouse has normal spine, leg and ribs compared with wild-type mouse. However, the mouse shows an abnormal calcaneus that is angled upward. Micro-CT analysis of knee bones showed no significant differences in bone mineral density between MPS IVA tolerant and wild type mice (MPS IVA: 500.73 ± 22.25 mg HA/cm³, WT: 496.24 ± 38.75 mg HA/cm³).

Serum KS levels in the MPS IVA tolerant mouse on the congenic background of C57BL are not significantly changed compared with wild-type mouse [101]. These findings suggest that the MPS IVA tolerant mouse has no severe bone dysplasia because of limited accumulation of GAGs in chondrocytes and that KS is not released from chondrocytes, resulting normal level of KS in blood [101].

Knock-in mouse was made by replacing the Cys76 with Ser in the endogenous murine Galns by targeted mutagenesis. Homozygous Galns(tm/C76S) slu mice had no detectable GALNS enzyme activity [29]. At age of 2–4 months, lysosomal storage was present primarily within reticuloendothelial cells such as Kupffer cells and spleen sinusoidal lining cells. Vacular change was present in glomerular visceral epithelial cells and was not present in hepatocytes or renal tubular cells. In the brain, hippocampal and neocortical neurons and meningeal cells...
showed lysosomal storage. Radiographs revealed no change in the skeletal bones of mice up to 12 months old. Thus, the Galns(tm(C76S)s)lu mice had visceral storage of GAGs in organs but lacked the skeletal features of human MPS IVA. We conclude that the milder phenotype is characteristic of isolated GALNS deficiency.

Overall, none of these MPS IVA model mice have the same phenotype seen in MPS IVA patients, even though abundant storage materials do accumulate in multiple tissues including cartilage, heart valves, cornea, and visceral organs. One major reason is that rodents, including mice, synthesize far less KS compared to human (10–100 folds lower in blood KS level). More sophisticated MPS IVA mouse models that more closely mimic the human disease are needed.

5. Therapy and management

5.1. Enzyme replacement therapy

5.1.1. Preclinical trial

Recombinant GALNS for ERT has been produced in CHO cells with specific activities of 170,000 [24,106] to 120,000 nmol h$^{-1}$ mg$^{-1}$ [107]. As an alternative, recombinant GALNS have also been produced in E. coli [10,108–111] and in the yeast P. pastoris [112–114]. In all cases, the recombinant enzymes show highest activity at pH 5.0 and are taken-up by cultured fibroblast, chondrocytes, or HEK293 cells in a dose-dependent manner via the mannose-6-phosphate receptor (CHO-produced enzyme) [26,107,115] or mannose receptor (yeast-produced enzyme) [116]. Enzyme produced in E. coli does not have N-glycosylation, so that the enzyme can only be taken up into cells by non-specific endocytosis [109,117].

After a single intravenous dose of 250 units/g of CHO produced enzyme into MPS IVA knock-out mice, recombinant GALNS showed a biphasic clearance with a rapid initial t$_{1/2}$ between 2.4 and 3.3 min and a slower second t$_{1/2}$ between 13.8 and 21 min, with no detectable enzyme in blood in 30 to 60 min after infusion [24,26,106,115]. The enzyme was delivered mainly in liver and spleen and was detected in bone marrow to less extent. The enzyme was not detectable in any tissue 48 h post-infusion [106,115]. Weekly intravenous infusions of 250, 600, or 1000 U/g during a 12-week period to a MPS IVA mouse model showed a complete clearance of GAG storage in liver, spleen, and sinus lining cells in bone marrow [24,106]. By contrast, the growth plate showed little improvement in column structure and GAG storage [26,115].

In another group, after five administrations of fluorescently tagged enzyme every two days into wild-type mice, low levels of tagged enzyme could be detected in the growth plate and articular cartilage of wild-type mice, indicating that it is very hard to penetrate the bone by a native enzyme infused [107].

To improve the delivery of the enzyme to bone, a bone-targeting drug delivery system was constructed by adding an N-terminal hexaglutamate residue to GALNS [30]. The bone-tagged enzyme showed a longer blood circulation time than that of the native enzyme. The bone-tagged enzyme was also detected 48 h post-infusion in femur, spine, and bone marrow; while native enzyme was not detected in these tissues. Adult and newborn Morquio A mice treated with the bone-tagged enzyme showed a complete clearance of the storage in Kupffer cells, in the liver and sinus-lining cells in bone marrow [30]. After 24 weekly infusions of the targeting enzyme, a substantial effect on storage and cellular organization of the growth plate was detected in adult mice. Newborn mice treated for 8 weeks, showed a partial reduction of storage material and a partial restoration of cell organization in the growth plate. Similar results were observed in heart valves, with better clearance of storage in newborn treated animals. Thus, the bone-targeted enzyme showed an improvement in the pathology of chondrocytes and heart valves in comparison with the results observed by using the native enzyme [30] (Fig. 7).

Long-term treatment (14 weeks) of newborn Morquio A mice with native recombinant GALNS allowed complete clearance of lysosomal storage material after 24 weeks of treatment (Fig. 7).
storage in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow; while in heart a slight reduc-
tion in the storage was observed. In the growth plate, ligaments, ar-
ticular cartilage, and articular disc, the storage materials (vacuoles)
were reduced but still remained to a variable extent although cellular
organization was improved [118].

5.1.2. Clinical trial

In 2014, ERT for Morquio A disease was approved in EMA and FDA
using a recombinant enzyme produced in CHO cells (elosulfase alfa)
[119]. The phase 1/2 trial included 20 patients in an open-label, dose es-
calation trial; while the phase 3 trial was a 24-weeks, randomized, dou-
ble-blind, placebo-controlled trial with 176 patients (aged between 5
and 57 years old) in two dosing regimens: 2 mg/kg/dose weekly (2
mg/kg QW; n = 58) and 2 mg/kg/dose every other week (2 mg/kg
QOW; n = 59), compared with placebo (PBO) (n = 59) [55,120]. Over-
all, treatment with 2 mg/kg elosulfase alfa weekly resulted in a modest
improvement in the 6-min walk test (6MWT) while there was no im-
provement in the 3-min stair climb test (3MSC). Patients treated
with ERT showed positive changes in maximal voluntary ventilation,
MPS-Health Assessment Questionnaire (MPS-HAQ), and height/growth
rate, although these changes were not statistically significant. All treat-
ed patients developed anti-elosulfase alfa antibodies, and most of them
developed neutralizing antibodies.

5.1.2.1. Six-minute walk test (6MWT). The primary clinical endpoint was
defined as the change in distance walked in the 6MWT. At baseline, all
enrolled patients walked >30 m but <325 m in 6 min. Patients in the
2 mg/kg QW treatment group showed a significant change, 22.5 m
(95% CI 4.0, 40.9; P = 0.017) in the 6MWT, compared to placebo at
week 24, while patients in the 2 mg/kg QOW treatment group per-
formed similarly to those in the placebo group [55]. Several exploratory
analyses were conducted by the FDA Advisory Committee to better as-
sess the clinical meaningfulness of this result [121,122]. Patients who
walked shorter distances at baseline (6MWT ≤200 m) had a greater im-
provement in walking distance than those who walked >200 m at base-
line. Patients who walked ≤200 m at baseline showed a mean change in
6MWT from baseline to week 24 of 53 ± 67 m on 2 mg/kg QW treat-
ment vs. 13 ± 39 m on placebo; while patients who walked >200 m
at baseline showed a mean change in 6MWT from baseline to week 24
of 25 ± 49 m on 2 mg/kg QW treatment vs. 14 ± 57 m on placebo
[55,123]. Based on long-term data from an extension study, patients who
continued to receive 2 mg/kg QW for another 48 weeks (a total of
72-weeks treatment), did not show further improvement on 6MWT
beyond what was demonstrated during the first 24-week placebo-con-
trolled trial [122]. There was no comparable placebo group in this ex-
ension trial [124]. It is noteworthy that patients, who received placebo
during the initial 24-week controlled trial and were subsequently ran-
domized to receive 2 mg/kg QW in the extension study, did not show
any improvement in 6MWT compared to baseline [93,121,122].

The 6MWT was originally developed to measure the sub maximal
level of functional capacity in adult patients with moderate to severe
heart or lung diseases, as a predictor of morbidity and mortality in
these patients [122]. The 6MWT has been adopted to indicate clinical
improvement in several LSDs prior to U.S. marketing approval, including
Pompe disease, MPS I, MPS II, and MPS VI. However, clinical features and
prognoses vary between different diseases. The 6MWT is influenced by
at least three organ systems affected in MPS IVA (i.e. musculoskeletal,
respiratory, and cardiovascular) and is also affected by motivation or
psychological effect, training, and water supply. Therefore, it may not
be good measure of overall efficacy of treatment, and it is a less specific
measure of the effect on the skeletal function affected by additional fac-
tors. In this sense, other measures of short and long-term treatment
benefits need to be developed in future clinical trials involving patients
with MPS IVA [122].

5.1.2.2. 3-Minute stair climb test (3MSC). The secondary clinical end-
point, the change in the 3MSC, did not show any significant improve-
ment for treated patients. Neither 2 mg/kg QW nor 2 mg/kg QOW
treatment group demonstrated a significant improvement in the
3MSC, compared to placebo at week 24. The mean difference in the
stair climb rate between the two treatment groups and the placebo
group was only 1.1 stairs per min [123]. A long-term study with 173
MPS IVA patients for 120 weeks, receiving 2 mg/kg every week at the
day of study, showed significant improvement, 5.5 (1.9) stair/min and
6.7 (2.0) stair/min in ITT and MPP groups respectively, in the 3MSC
in QW-QW cohort, compared with baseline [125].

5.1.2.3. Other clinical effects. Patients treated with ERT showed positive
changes in maximal voluntary ventilation and MPS-Health Assessment
Questionnaire (MPS-HAQ), and height/growth rate, although these changes were not statistically significant. All treat-
ed patients developed anti-elosulfase alfa antibodies, and most of them
developed neutralizing antibodies.

5.1.2.4. Urinary KS. In a phase 3 trial, urinary KS levels in the 2 mg/kg QW
treatment group decreased by 41% from the baseline, and in the exten-
sion clinical trial, the urinary KS levels continued to decline through the
72 weeks. However, changes in urinary KS levels did not correlate with
changes in 6MWT [55,120]. MPS IVA patients that had received weekly
ERT for about 8 months still presented significantly higher levels of
urinary GAGs (2 ± 0.02 μg/mg Cr) when compared to healthy controls
(1.57 ± 0.07 μg/mg Cr) [127]. Patients in the 2 mg/kg QOW treatment
group had a 30% reduction in urinary KS level from the baseline, without
any clinical improvement [123]. Since most clinical features of MPS IVA
are due to skeletal dysplasia caused by malfunction of vacuolated
chondrocytes and successive abnormal ECM formation, it is critical to
determine whether a measured biomarker correlates with improve-
ment of these clinical outcomes. To date urinary KS is a useful to differ-
entiate MPS IVA from other forms of MPS and to demonstrate
pharmacodynamic effects of ERT treatment, but it does not appear to be
a valuable predictor of skeletal improvement during ERT for MPS
IVA [122].

5.1.2.5. Safety. Of the 235 patients, 175 (74%) patients had an adverse re-
action. The most common adverse reactions occurring in ≥10% of pa-
ten were pyrexia (26%), vomiting (22%), headache (20%), nausea
(18%), abdominal pain (14%), and fatigue (12%). Twenty-five (10.6%)
patients presented a serious adverse effect, in which the most serious
adverse reactions were acute reactions associated with infusions, such
as anaphylaxis or hypersensitivity reactions. The signs and symptoms of
anaphylactic events observed in treated patients included dyspnea,
bronchospasm, cough, hypoxia, hypotension, flushing, angioedema of the throat, urticaria, and gastrointestinal symptoms in conjunction with urticaria. Anaphylaxis occurred as early as 30 min from the time of infusion and up to 3 h after infusion. Anaphylaxis has also occurred as late into treatment as the 47th infusion. It should be noted that all patients in the phase 3 trial received premedication with antihistamines. Hypersensitivity reactions were reported in 64 (27%) patients. Most commonly reported hypersensitivity reactions included angioedema, urticaria, peripheral edema, facial edema, wheezing, flushing, cough, dyspnea, and rash. One patient discontinued treatment due to anaphylaxis after the tenth infusion of elosulfase alfa, and another patient discontinued treatment after the 45th infusion due to recurrent severe hypersensitivity reactions and anaphylaxis [55,120]. In addition, 1345 total infusions were administered over a period of 6 months to 2.0 mg/kg/week group. Fourteen patients were interrupted in infusion and 3 were discontinued and they also required medical intervention [55].

5.1.2.6. Immunogenicity. Development of anti-elosulfase alfa antibodies has been reported for all patients receiving the ERT [128]. QW patients were positive for anti-elosulfase alfa antibodies faster (week 4) than QOW patients (week 16), and then antibody levels were stable until the end of the study at week 24, at that time titers were similar for both treatment groups. The majority of the patients (87 and 80% for QW and QOW, respectively) were positive for antibodies capable of preventing the enzyme from binding to the mannose-6-phosphate receptor (neutralizing antibodies, NAB) [128]. However, there was no correlation between severity of hypersensitivity adverse reactions and anti-elosulfase alfa antibodies or NAB. No association was found between NAB positivity and decrease in urine KS levels [128].

5.1.2.7. Treatment of young patients (<5 years old). Fifteen Morquio A patients between 9 months and 4.9 years old were enrolled in a study treating at 2 mg/kg/week for 52 weeks [129]. Overall, elosulfase alfa treatment was well-tolerated, with safety issues similar to those reported for older patients. At least one adverse effect was observed in all treated patients, with 73% reporting at least one drug-related adverse effect, and all patients reported at least one infusion-associated reaction. However, most adverse effects and infusion-associated reactions were mild to moderate, and no life-threatening adverse effects or deaths were observed [129]. As observed in the clinical trial with patients >5 years old, anti-elosulfase alfa antibodies were detected in all treated patients. Urinary KS levels were reduced by 30% after 2 weeks, and 43% after 52 weeks [129]. A mean percentage increase of 13.8% in weight was observed from baseline to week 52. The mean height z-score at baseline was −2.0 (±1.5) for the 12 treated patients ±2 years of age compared to −2.2 (±1.3) and for 24 untreated subjects (2–5 years old) obtained from the Morquio A Clinical Assessment Program (MorCAP). After 52 weeks, height z-scores in treated group and MorCAP group changed to −2.2 (±1.7) and −3.0 (±1.2), respectively [129], indicating that growth of treated patients was less affected than that of untreated patients. In patients ≥2 years old, the mean normalized growth rate z-score was −0.8 (±0.8) at baseline and −0.3 (±0.5; N = 12) at week 52, which, together with data from the MorCAP study, suggest that elosulfase alfa improves growth rates in Morquio A patients. However, a longer study is necessary to determine the long-term impact of ERT [129]. Nevertheless, this study has shown a favorable benefit/risk profile for elosulfase alfa for Morquio A patients younger than 5 years old, decreasing urinary KS and having a positive impact on growth [129]. We have evaluated the effect of ERT on activity of daily living (ADL) and surgical intervention in patients with MPS IVA [130]. ADL scores for ERT patients under 10 years of age (2.5 years follow-up on average) were similar to those of age-matched controls, but declined in older patients. To date, there is no report to prove the effect of ERT on bone and cartilage lesions in patients with MPS IVA. Chondrocytes and ECM derived from MPS IVA patients with ERT for 6–30 months showed no decrease of vacuoles in bone pathology [56,122,131]. These pathological findings are consistent with the fact that frequency of need for orthopedic surgical interventions has not been reduced by ERT (average duration of ERT: 2.5 ± 1.0 years) [129]. Early ERT treatment at 21 months old did not improve the bone outcome in a severe MPS IVA patient after the 30 months-long treatment [132]. In the UK, a specific Managed Access Agreement for elosulfase alfa was formulated in December 2015, in which a drug is made available for a limited period of time (e.g. for 5 years) often at a discounted price, to allow further evidence to be gathered on its effectiveness while ensuring that patients receive access to the drug [133]. In Canada, Canadian Drug Expert Committee followed the UK agreement, suggesting a substantial reduction in price [134]. Through this study, it can be monitored how well the medicine works in practice before future funding decisions are taken. In The Netherlands, it was initially reimbursed, but reimbursement was stopped when the authorities decided that the data provided were limited to a suboptimal short term outcome in a heterogeneous population, showing a small effect that was not clinically relevant as several other EU countries (Sweden, Belgium, and Spain) made the same decision [135]. This is agreeable with the statement of Australia’s PBAC, which recently rejected to reimburse elosulfase alfa [136]. The statements by these authorities emphasize importance of cost/benefit to assess the ERT ($250,000 to $500,000 per patient year). Careful long-term observations will be required to determine whether limited enzyme delivery to bone and cartilage is sufficient to improve outcomes for these patients. The response to ERT is likely to depend on the age of the patient when treatment is initiated and the severity of the clinical condition. It is notable that some patients respond to ERT while others do not respond to ERT although that the mechanism remains unclear [61,130,132]. The reduction of urine KS seen in treated MPS IVA patients does not predict any improvement in bone pathology and chondrocyte function [131].

Urinary KS results from small KS fragments (not large fragments) that filter through the kidneys from the circulation. Or the infused enzyme is delivered to the kidneys and digests KS present in kidneys. Therefore, urinary KS does not reflect blood KS coming directly from the bone and cartilage unless blood KS is reduced to the same extent like urinary KS. Thus, it is important to measure blood KS directly derived from the bone as a biomarker of improvement in true clinical endpoints including bone pathology or any other skeletal signs and symptoms. A limitation of both blood and urinary KS levels is that these biomarkers are only of value in younger patients before closure or destruction of growth plates since synthesis of KS decreases markedly and levels of KS in MPS IVA patients are normalized or subnormal naturally [33,51,56,122]. There may be a clinical effect of ERT by reducing the pro-inflammatory factors that are induced when excessive KS results in an abnormal structure of extracellular matrix, leading to relieving arthritis and pain in joints, enabling an increase in physical activity, as described in other types of MPS [137]. ERT with native enzyme could also improve hearing, reduce recurrent infection, and reduce airway narrowing (if the storage materials are released from the airway). Thus, while ERT may benefit some MPS IVA patients by arresting some aspects of disease progression, the fundamental problems associated with advanced skeletal deformity and laxity of joints are unlikely to be solved by current ERT.

The limitations of ERT for MPS IVA disease open new challenges and opportunities to researchers to improve it and deliver a better product to the patient population.

5.2. Hematopoietic stem cell therapy (HSCT)

The potential advantage of HSCT for MPS is deemed to be that the marrow-derived donor macrophages provide a consistent secreting source of enzyme that can gain access to various storage tissues. HSCT
has been successfully achieved for other MPS diseases including MPS I, II, and VI [138,139,174–176] but there are some adverse effects [140]. The patients need immunosuppression and steroid, following transplantation to protect against graft-versus-host disease (GVHD). HSCT does not reverse advanced skeletal deformities, in spite of improving growth development [141].

The clinical outcome of HSCT relies upon the following factors; 1) the age and the clinical condition of the recipients when undergoing HSCT, 2) prognosis of the recipient, 3) donor type, and 4) preparative regimen. In patients with MPS I, II, and VI, HSCT results in reversal of visceral organ involvement and improvement of heart function and hearing. However, the pre-existing skeletal abnormality remains, and corneal clouding is not diminished.

The primary concern of HSCT is immunological reaction; in early cases approximately 20% of patients died of HSCT-related adverse effects shortly after treatment. New international HSCT guidelines for MPS in 2005 have improved outcomes [142]. The survival and graft outcomes of MPS patients receiving HSCT were evaluated based on conditioning regimens including busulfan. A non-carrier matched sibling donor, matched unrelated cord blood, or matched unrelated donor were regarded as preferred donors. Study of MPS patients receiving HSCT at median age 13.5 months (range, 3 to 44 months) showed high overall survival (95.2%) and event-free survival (90.3%) with only low toxicity. Since 1999 at Tokai University in Japan, the survival rate after HSCT was comparable to this report.

Overall, HSCT is a therapeutic option for selected cases of MPS IVA with careful pre-transplantation counseling and clinical evaluation at the well-trained facility. HSCT for MPS IVA has been approved prior to ERT. We have experienced 5 cases with MPS IVA who underwent HSCT; none of patients died of HSCT procedure although one patient had a rejection of engraftment [53,130,143]. Other groups also reported HSCT for MPS IVA previously [144,145].

We have described the detailed outcomes of the MPS IVA patient, a 15-year-old male, treated by allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (BMT) [9,43,53]. Eleven years after BMT, GALNS activity was maintained to the level of the enzyme activity of the donor in the lymphocytes of the recipient. This patient showed 1) recovery of ambulation with osteotomies, 2) release of narrow airway and disappearance of a short-age of breath, 3) diminished snoring, and 5) increase of bone mineral density. However, restriction of physical activity and hyperlaxity of joints remained in this patient. We have reported on a total of four cases of MPS IVA patients treated with HSCT (age at HSCT: 4–15 years, mean 10.5 years) and followed them for least 10 years post-treatment (range 11–28 years; mean 19 years of post-treatment) [143]. Current age ranged between 25 and 36 years of age (mean 29.5 years). All 4 cases had a successful full engraftment of allogeneic BMT without serious GVHD. Transplanted bone marrow was derived from HLA-identical siblings (three cases) or HLA-identical unrelated donor (one case). GALNS activity in lymphocytes was maintained at the same level as the donors for at least 10 years in all patients. Except for one case that had osteotomies in both legs one year after BMT, they have not yet had any orthopedic surgical interventions. All cases have remained ambulatory, and three of them can walk over 400 m in 6MWT. ADL in patients with HSCT was much better than untreated patients. The patient, who underwent HSCT at four years of age, showed the best ADL score in all untreated and ERT patients investigated over 20 years of age. This patient could walk without limitation, squat easily, move joint easily, and work independently as a dentist assistant [143; video 1 in 143].

Overall, the long-term study of HSCT has indicated therapeutic effect in amelioration of advance of the disease in respiratory function, ADL, and biochemical findings, suggesting that HSCT is a therapeutic option as a permanent treatment.

If HSCT is executed for MPS IVA patients at an earlier stage, skeletal deformities, restrictive and obstructive airway, and abnormal growth development could be prevented or improved. In 2016, the report on HSCT for MPS IVA has also demonstrated that one year after HSCT, a significant improvement in ligamentous laxity and joint hypermobility, hepatosplenomegaly, upper-airway obstruction, and recurrent otitis media and a smaller improvement in height and thoracic deformity [146]. Spinal cord compression syndrome remained stable after transplantation.

Although regimens for HSCT have been improved substantially over recent years, the process still bears some risk of mortality from infection, GVHD, and additional complications. For these reasons, HSCT should be applied to selected cases with careful pre-transplantation counseling, clinical assessment, and systemic longitudinal monitoring of the outcome. The cost/risk/benefit of HSCT should be considered; the cost of HSCT is $100,000 to 250,000 for one time treatment.

5.3. Gene therapy

The first study in development of gene therapy for Morquio A was conducted in vitro using a γ-retrovirus vector, which resulted in increased GALNS activity and reduced GAGs in transduced normal and Morquio A human lymphoblastoid B cells, human keratinocytes, murine myoblasts (C2C12), and rabbit synoviocytes (HIG–B2) [147]. Subsequently, AAV vectors were selected for Morquio A gene therapy studies, divided into three phases. In the first phase, the effect of the promoter region on GALNS expression was evaluated in vitro, showing that eukaryotic promoters (elongation factor 1α or α1-antitrypsin) induced similar expression levels to those observed with cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter [31,103,148,149], which might avoid the gene silencing [150] associated with the use of CMV promoter. Co-expression of GALNS with SUMF1, the enzyme required to convert the active-site cysteine to formylglycine [151], resulted in up to 4-fold increase in enzyme activity, depending on the evaluated cell (i.e. fibroblast or chondrocyte) and favored the secretion of the enzyme [103]. In a second phase study, AAV vectors were evaluated in vivo using a Morquio A mouse model after a single intravenous administration [31]. Twelve-weeks after infusion of AAV–GALNS vector, the enzyme activity in plasma was restored to 8.5% of wild-type levels, while the co-administration with AAV–SUMF1 vector increased GALNS activity to 19% of wild-type levels. Enzyme activity was also increased in the peripheral tissues by up to 22% of wild-type levels. Notably, co-administration of AAV–GALNS and AAV–SUMF1 vectors resulted in 33% of wild-type levels in bone tissue. Thus, SUMF1 co-expression enabled delivery of therapeutic levels of the enzyme to the most severely affected tissue in a Morquio A mouse [31]. Finally, in a third phase, we took advantage of the benefits of AAV retargeting by modification of the viral capsid [152]. The AAV vector was modified by insertion of a short acidic amino acid peptide within the viral capsid, to confer affinity of the virus for hydroxypapitate (HA), the major constituent of bone matrix. This increase in affinity for HA resulted in higher vector genome copies in bone, which led to a significant increase in gene expression in bone cells and enzyme activity levels reached 42% of those observed in wild-type animals [153,154]. Recently, a new set of AAV vectors carrying both GALNS and SUMF1 genes were evaluated using internal ribosome entry site (IRES), which allowed higher enzyme activity than that observed with GALNS and SUMF1 genes be transduced with separated vectors [155]. Finally, GALNS transduction mediated by the lentiviral vectors in HEK293 cells and Morquio A skin fibroblasts showed enzyme activity levels 100-fold higher than those observed by using AAV vectors, as well as the normalization of β-hexosaminidase and β-galactosidase activity [155], which has been reported as secondary biomarkers for Morquio A [28,156].

5.4. Management of airway

Progressive tracheal obstruction is commonly seen in patients with MPS, leading to life-threatening complications. The critical aspects of airway management include the ability to provide positive pressure...
ventilation via a face mask and the ability to intubate the trachea safely. While upper airway obstruction and history of snoring are widely recognized, it is not until recently that the critical narrowing and buckling of trachea was well described. Some degrees of respiratory involvement are common to all forms of MPS IVA and patients often may become progressively difficult to manage during their anesthesia care. Difficult airway is very common especially as patients become older and the causative features are lack of cervical spine mobility, very short neck, limited mouth opening, a narrowed trachea, thickened vocal cords, redundant tissue in the upper airway, and an enlarged tongue (Fig. 8).

Clinically, patients with obstructive airway may exhibit loud snoring, daytime hypersomnolence, sleep apnea, and alveolar hypoventilation. The pathophysiology of MPS IVA in the area of airway demonstrates the progressive issues and the presence of vicious cycles. The respiratory problems in MPS IVA comprise both restrictive and obstructive pattern. The restrictive defect is due to thoracic cage deformity and subsequent small lung, and the obstructive defect is from tracheobronchial abnormalities, large tongue and mandible, adenoidal, tonsillar, and vocal cord hypertrophy by accumulation of storage materials. Imbalance of growth between trachea, cervical spine, and brachiocephalic artery causes tracheal obstruction. Moreover, Morquio A patients have small nasal passages caused by thickened mucous membranes and thick and copious secretions. Chronic upper respiratory tract infection further decrease the already diminished airway lumen (adapted from Educational CD for Morquio and permitted by Carol Ann Foundation).

![Fig. 8. Pathophysiology of difficult airway in Morquio A patients. Both restrictive and obstructive respiratory pathology are common in Morquio A patients. The restrictive defect is due to thoracic cage deformity, and the obstructive defect is from tracheobronchial abnormalities, large tongue and mandible, adenoidal, tonsillar, and vocal cord hypertrophy by accumulation of storage materials. Imbalance of growth between trachea, cervical spine, and brachiocephalic artery causes tracheal obstruction. Moreover, Morquio A patients have small nasal passages caused by thickened mucous membranes and thick and copious secretions. Chronic upper respiratory tract infection further decrease the already diminished airway lumen (adapted from Educational CD for Morquio and permitted by Carol Ann Foundation).](image1)

![Fig. 9. Tracheal obstruction. CT in a 13-year-old patient shows a severe tracheal obstruction. Tracheal narrowing, often due to impression from the crossing brachiocephalic (innominate) artery, increases with age. Note the position of the brachiocephalic artery anterior to the trachea (arrows). Cervico-thoracic spine moves forward while a severe pectus carinatum compresses backward.](image2)
categorized as severe (>75%) tracheal narrowing [61]. Evidence of such tracheal narrowing was evident as early as at two years of age. The etiology of tracheal impingement by the innominate artery in MPS IVA appears to be due to a combination of the narrow thoracic inlet crowding the structures and the disproportionate growth of trachea in relationship to the chest cavity leading to tracheal tortuosity (Fig. 8). Tracheal narrowing increases with age in MPS IVA patients (Fig. 9). Greater attention to the trachea is needed with the goal of establishing a timely treatment protocol to reduce the mortality rate.

Treatment for tracheal and airway obstruction is complicated. Sleep apnea will be diminished either with continuous airway pressure therapy (C-PAP) or adenoidectomy and tonsillectomy. Although tracheostomy can be used to rescue an otherwise inaccessible airway, performing a tracheostomy in a patient with MPS IVA is challenging due to an extremely short neck, fixed cervical vertebrae with inability to hyperextend the neck, and a torturous and redundant trachea. Airway obstruction associated with a narrow thoracic inlet and vascular compression requires an alternative approach.

Recently, we have experienced the first case of a 16-year-old MPS IVA patient, whose near-fatal tracheal obstruction was relieved by timely surgical intervention where the innominate artery was relocated and in addition, trachea was resected at the stenotic site and anastomosed trachea vascular reconstruction with dramatic resolution of his respiratory symptoms [60]. Successively, additional three patients, who had a severe tracheal obstruction with respiratory distress, underwent successful tracheal reconstruction surgery, and all of these three patients have shown improvement in their symptoms and are waiting longer term follow up [130]. In addition to the possibility of resolving the airway stenosis by tracheal and vascular reconstruction, this type of procedure permits parallel alignment of the trachea and the innominate artery, which could allow the safe placement of a tracheostomy if necessary, while eliminating the potential risk of a tracheo-innominate fistula.

5.5. Orthopedic surgery

While medical therapies including ERT have been, and continue to be, developed for the treatment of Morquio syndrome, these therapies however have provided only modest benefit for skeletal deformities, necessitating monitoring and often times surgical intervention [9]. Anesthesia in individuals with MPS should be regarded with extreme respect. The difficulties of anesthesia in this population include significant upper airway obstruction, tracheomalacia and tracheal stenosis [158]. Most affected children have odontoid hypoplasia, with subluxation, thus preventing usual head positioning required for visualization of the vocal cords at intubation. In older children, there is more difficulty with airway management.

Preoperative evaluation by the anesthesia team, as well as evaluation by cardiology, pulmonology, and otoaryngology is strongly recommended [159]. Placement of a tracheostomy should be considered very carefully although it is not recommended since a new tracheal reconstructive surgery is now available. The reservation of a postoperative critical care bed is also recommended. Neuroradiography for spinal cord injury is recommended for all surgeries (including non-spinal surgery) longer than 45 min [58,160].

5.5.1. Cervical spine

Prophylactic treatment of atlantoaxial instability is no longer recommended [161]. Close clinical and imaging evaluation should dictate the need for surgical stabilization of the occipital-cervical junction. An absolute minimum space available for the cord (SAC) has not established. While published minimums for adults suggest treatment for SAC < 14 mm on plain radiograph, it is not uncommon for Morquio patients to have narrowing below 10 mm on MRI, but still show reasonable CSF flow. Often the amount of instability in MPS can be subtle, with only several millimeters of physiologic motion. When combined with stenosis however, small amounts of instability can become problematic. In “classic” Morquio however, overt atlantoaxial instability is the preeminent finding [162,163]. Decompression with fusion, often from occiput to C2, is recommended for these patients. Atlantoaxial instability should be surgically addressed when there are signs and symptoms of myelopathy (unsteady gait, upper and lower extremity weakness, dysesthesias, urinary retention), significant instability (>8 mm) or cord signal change on T2-weighted MRI. As instability is part and parcel of the disease in these patients, decompression with fusion is recommended [164–166]. Instrumentation can be challenging as the spinal anatomy is usually hypoplastic. Halo vest support post-operatively is often required.

5.5.2. Gibbus deformity (thoracolumbar kyphosis)

Severe focal kyphotic deformities at the thoracolumbar junction are less commonly seen in Morquio syndrome than other forms of MPS [167,168]. The rate of progression is variable and, therefore, needs to be followed. Surgical stabilization is recommended for continued progression or myelopathy. Progressive curves may be observed up to 70° as they tend to sit below the level of the conus and, therefore, do not represent an immediate threat to the neural elements. Anterior and posterior fusion or three column correction (i.e., vertebral column resection), is recommended, particularly for advanced curves. Instrumentation is usually possible with small stature instrumentation. Postoperative bracing for three months, due to the hypoplastic elements is also recommended. Kyphotic deformities may be accompanied by scoliosis, a necessitating extension of the fusion to include these deformities. The role of delay tactics such as bracing, casting and growth-friendly surgical techniques have not been studied in MPS, but these should be considered part of the armamentarium required to care for these complex patients.

5.5.3. Hip dysplasia and osteonecrosis

Acetabular dysplasia and progressive subluxation of the hip is essentially universal in Morquio syndrome and does not resolve despite the presence of a significant cartilaginous analogue on MRI and arthrogram [47]. Surgical treatment should be considered to treat the global acetabular deficiency and to prevent progressive subluxation and debilitating arthrosis. Surgical treatment of hip dysplasia is controversial, due to associated femoral head osteonecrosis, but may be appropriate with painful subluxation. Literature suggests that excellent radiographic outcomes can be achieved with surgical reconstruction of the hip. Most authors recommend treatment of both acetabular and femoral sided pathology [47,169]. San Diego (Dega) innominate osteotomy or shelf arthroplasty for the pelvic side with a femoral varus osteotomy have been recommended. Frank dislocation is uncommon, so capsulorrhaphy is not typically required. Patients with MPS IVA are prone to resubluxation, and so augmentation with an acetabular shelf procedure has also been recommended. Total hip arthroplasty is advocated in young adult patients with MPS IVA who have pain limiting hip disease, beyond traditional reconstructive capabilities [170].

5.5.4. Lower extremity valgus

Patients with MPS commonly develop genu valgum severe enough to require treatment. Genu valgum appears to be responsive to growth guidance techniques [47,171]. Two-hole growth modulation plates are recommended, particularly in smaller children as they allow more reliable fixation in the small cartilaginous epiphyses. Osteotomy of the proximal tibia or distal femur may be required in patients with limited growth potential. Total knee arthroplasty has been reported for patients with severe degenerative arthritis. In these cases, significant lateral release and allograft augmentation may be required [172,173].

Ankle valgus (tibiotalar joint) may contribute the valgus deformity of the lower extremities. Screw hemiepiphyseodesis through the medial malleolus provides a low profile, effective treatment to augment overall extremity malalignment.Pes valgus (flat foot) responds well to custom
orthotics. Surgical intervention is rarely needed, but may be considered if the pain is not responsive to orthotics treatment.

5.6. Future therapies

Conventional ERT and HSCT are currently available in clinical practice for patients with Morquio A. These therapies show some improvement in symptoms and ADL; but they have a limited effect on established bone and cartilage lesions. If patients are treated earlier with ERT or HSCT it is likely that fewer bone and cartilage lesions will arise but it is not yet known whether these lesions can be prevented completely by these therapies. Bone-targeted therapy is expected to improve cartilage and bone lesion in patients with Morquio A. The targeting of GALNS to bone via a hexaglutamate sequence as described above is a promising approach to improve the impact of ERT on bone lesions in Morquio A [30].

Like HSCT, gene therapy is expected to be a one-time permanent treatment as enzyme activity would be maintained continuously.

6. Conclusion

Conventional ERT and HSCT are currently available in clinical practice for patients with MPS IVA. These therapies have a partial improvement in symptoms and ADL; however, ERT and HSCT have a limited effect on established bone and cartilage lesions. While our studies indicate that HSCT can prevent and slow the advancing of skeletal dysplasia in patients with MPS IVA [53,143] more HSCT cases for MPS IVA are needed to compare it with ERT and to determine best transplant processes and treatment benefits and consequences. Gene therapy is expected a one-time permanent treatment and enzyme activity would be maintained continuously. Type of vector, route of administration and adverse effects remains unanswered. Surgical intervention is often required to improve quality of life in patients with MPS IVA, and currently it is important to use surgical intervention in combination with ERT or HSCT. A new surgical intervention for tracheal obstruction will be the current best option to improve severe narrowing trachea leading to reduction of high mortality rate and marked improvement of ADL. We need to accumulate more surgical cases to establish the best operative procedure. A well-trained team and facility are required to deal with respiratory failure risk.

International Morquio A investigational team

We have established a basic and clinical research team for Morquio A to develop novel non-invasive assessment methods and therapeutic approaches, leading to accurate and practical evaluations of prognosis, therapeutic efficacy, and clinical severity. This multi-disciplinary team comprises experts in the fields of orthopedics, cardiothoracic surgery, anesthesiology, genetics, hematology and transplantation, pharmacokinetics, biochemistry, radiology, molecular biology, pulmonology, and hearing function. The team has over 50 publications related to Morquio A over the last five years in basic and clinical research, diagnosis, biomarkers, and treatments including orthopedic and tracheal surgery, ERT, HSCT, and gene therapy. Importantly, the Japanese team members have direct experience in both ERT and HSCT for multiple forms of MPS, including Morquio A. The experts at Gifu University alone have over 100 publications related to Morquio A since 1971. Thus, this team is the most internationally recognized group of scientists that have taken Morquio A research from the bench to the clinic.
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